Two theological claims characterizing Scientology are its continuity with older religions, and its support for religious freedom and pluralism.
In 'What Will Be Chosen from the Islamic Basket?' (Hjärpe 1997) the Islamologist Jan Hjärpe defines religion as fulfilling a psychological-cognitive role: it offers 'quietude in crises' and 'perceptional patterns' through which experience is filtered (Hjärpe 1997, 267) ; he states that a religious identity is shaped within a major tradition and/or in contrast with other religions by using a selection among the different 'items' of a 'basket' or '[...] the set-up area of traditions in the specific religion or ideology, as we can find it in its activities, i.e. all the rituals, narratives, historiography, categorizations, terminology and observances.' (Hjärpe 1997, 267 .) Such a 'basket' can be used blindly and passively, and can refer both to the construction on part of those who belong to a religion or by external observers. Doctrine and theology, suggests Hjärpe, 'have very much the function of a 'border defence' [...] which uses material from the basket' (Hjärpe 1997, 268) . In other words Hjärpe invites us to see the pragmatic and social function of the concepts used in characterizing a specific religion, and points out that a creative intellectual enterprise such as the development of a theology is not immune to such functionality. Finally, with the image of different 'items' Hjärpe teaches us that a specific religion's (self-)narrative should not be taken as a monolithic whole; the function of each and every element composing it should be individually analysed, while not losing sight of the fact that all the 'items' are placed in one and the same 'basket'.
This article employs Hjärpe's theory to analyse a special case: the construction of Islam within Scientology. This is mainly examined with reference to two issues of the magazine Advance! that hosted pieces about Islam and pictures authored by the founder of Scientology, as well as other texts of his that touched upon Islam. Reference is also made to Scientology's more recent relationship with Islam and Islam-related events and institutions.
The theological relationship, past or potential, between Scientology and Islam is an almost un-investigated topic. My interpretation addresses three interrelated questions, two of them more historical in character: what perception of Islam could the founder of Scientology have, and what representation of Islam could he promote? The third question is more related to the present: if they are not to invent theological doctrines ex novo, but rather draw upon the claims of Scientology's founder, how can Scientologists found and justify a compatibility or friendly relationship with Islam? Such necessity might arise for instance for an individual with a relationship to Islam who self-identifies with Scientology, or for Scientology taken as an organization, while presenting themselves as credible partners in interreligious dialogue or trying to recruit new members in a community influenced by Islam.
Dianetics and scientology
Hugh B. Urban describes Scientology as a 'controversial movement' with a 'complex, tangled, and often tortuous history' (Urban 2011, 3) . The purpose of this paper is neither to solve controversies nor to reconstruct Scientology's history in detail, but to contribute to the analysis and evaluation of a fragment of its theology from a viewpoint neither complacent nor polemical towards Scientology's self-narratives. For this purpose it will suffice to recall only the most general aspects of its development and doctrines.
The initiatives and teachings that founded and are still constitutive of Scientology stem from the creativity of a prolific science-fiction author, the American Lafayette Ron Hubbard (1911 Hubbard ( -1986 , still lovingly referred to by Scientologists as 'Ron'. Hubbard, whom Urban describes as an 'American entrepreneur' and 'spiritual bricoleur' (Urban 2011, 26) , invented a selfhelp psychological method called Dianetics (from the ancient Greek terms for 'through' and 'knowledge'), which he first explained in an article in a science-fiction magazine in May 1950, and in another volume later that year (Hubbard 1950a; Hubbard 1950b) . Dianetics is based on the thesis that the human mind is impaired by engrams or mnemonic traces of traumatic experiences. The passive part of the mind where they are stored is called reactive, as opposed to the active part or analytical mind (CSI 1998, 16) . Through a procedure called auditing (from the Latin verb for 'listening') applied from 1952 onward by means of a device called the Electropsychometer (or EMeter, patented -though not invented -by Hubbard; see Wallis 1976, 116 and Urban 2011, 49-52) , these engrams could be identified and eliminated, leading to the drastic improvement of a person's potential for action and success (cf. CSI 1998, 33-7) .
Early on, Hubbard faced intertwined challenges with the recognition, doctrinal integrity, and financial success of Dianetics. The medical establishment from which he initially sought approval did not accept his theories (see Wallis 1976, 23) . When they gained more visibility, they were criticized as pseudoscientific/pseudomedical (see Urban 2011, 64-66) . Finally, practitioners begun discussing ways in which to invent and implement their own variants of Dianetics (see Wallis 1976, 81) . With a series of practical initiatives, among the most important being the incorporation of three new organizations in December 1953 in Camden, NJ (the Church of Scientology, the Church of American Science, and the Church of Spiritual Engineering -see Urban 2011, 65) , Hubbard bestowed on Dianetics the characteristics of a religion.
Scientology (from the Latin term for 'knowledge' and the Greek suffix denoting 'study') encapsulated Dianetics in a broader conceptual system. The human soul was defined as thetan (from the ancient Greek letter theta, representing 'life force'), as a spiritual unity that goes through a process of successive (human) incarnations (cf. CSI 1998, 17-18) . The engrams were attributed to traumatic experiences undergone in earlier lives, dating back millions of years. The thetans' collective vicissitudes were absorbed in a space-opera grand narrative whose details were to be gradually revealed to Scientologists according to their advancement on the path of improvement, called the Bridge to Total Freedom (cf. CSI 1998, 31, 56) . The phases of such advancement through auditing were elaborated in great detail, together with hierarchies, procedures, and prices. An individual before liberation from the content of the reactive mind is described as pre-clear; a liberated one, as clear (cf. CSI 1998, 37) . One of the higher stages in the bridge is called Operating Thetan or OT, and is said to be able to control matter, energy, space, and time, or MEST (cf. CSI 1998, 18, 37, 55, 104-9) , which otherwise entrap thetans.
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Scientology also contains a meticulously numbered taxonomy of emotions called tone levels (see Harley and Kieffer 2009, 194-5) . Another theory concerns the eight dynamics or dimensions of survival, the eighth one being the Supreme Being or God (cf. CSI 1998, 22-26) . The psychiatric establishment became a major polemical target; Hubbard attacked it for being unscientific and inhumanly abusive (see Rothstein 2009, 381) .
Notwithstanding international legal problems that forced Hubbard to establish his headquarters on a small fleet constantly on the move, he nourished the Church's doctrines and practices through an inexhaustible production of books, articles, and lectures as well as periodical publications which he controlled.
3 The dissemination and recruitment strategies became increasingly refined, including the involvement of celebrities and the usage of front groups presented as fighting against violations of human rights or drug addictions.
Hubbard established ceremonies such as marriage and funeral that, like those of other religions, mark an individual's and a community's most important and emotionally-laden biographical events (cf. CSI 1998, 41-3 4 ); furthermore, he decided on the adoption of symbols such as a special cross 5 and priestly collars, and terms creating or emphasizing Scientology's similarity with already existent religions (e.g. auditing was called pastoral care and local organizations missions -cf. CSI 1998, 61) . However Scientology was also given its own distinctive terminology, which its practitioners should gradually master (Hubbard's neologisms have been estimated in the hundreds -see Wallis 1976, 231) and which would mark its special identity. After Hubbard's death, the leadership was assumed by David Miscavige (b. 1960), currently Chairman of the Board of the Religious Technology Center, which manages the trademarks and copyrights of Dianetics and Scientology (cf. CSI 1998, 71) . The figure of Hubbard has been divinized 2 I italicize the terms since Hubbard characterized them in an idiosyncratic way both far from commonsensical and physical usage so that they can be assumed to be Scientology jargon. 3 For a discussion of Hubbard's authorship and the related problems see Christensen 2009b . 4 Dericquebourg 2009 describes in detail the ceremonies yet also recognizes that they are neither regularly held nor well attended (a fact explained with the centrality of auditing rather than any other activity). 5 Scientology's cross has four rays symbolizing, together with the arms, the eight dynamics (cf. CSI 1998, 52-4). and, faithful to his strenuous attempts at keeping the doctrines fixed and immutable, no theological shifts or changes have been introduced; one of the tenets of Scientology is that, since Hubbard's accomplishments were perfect, no deviation is able to obtain the same results and therefore all critical discussion or creative elaboration is prohibited (see Wallis 1976, 230) .
A major success achieved by Scientology after Hubbard's death was its formal recognition as a religion (entailing tax exemption) by the US Internal Revenue Service on October 1, 1993 (cf. CSI 1998, 237) . Scientology officially claims millions of adherents worldwide and skyrocketing figures. However, both anti-Scientology activists and some scholars have suggested that such numbers are inflated, e.g. by counting people who have even only once made an expression of interest, and that a realistic figure would be no more than a maximum 40,000 (Urban 2011, 205-6; Hawkins 2010; Ortega 2011b ). Scientology is not recognized as a religion in all the countries where it is present, and over recent decades has come under considerable criticism from scholars, activists, politicians, former members, and journalists concerning, inter alia, specific legal cases of fraud and abuse, dissemination and promotion methods, its status as a religion, claims regarding the scientific status of its doctrines, and the truthfulness of the narratives about Hubbard.
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The magazine Advance! I have already referenced several argumentations through which Hubbard presented his theories as religious. This issue is the object of much debate; it can be questioned how much such moves were cynical and opportunistic (see Kent 1999 and 1997) ; it can be asked whether and to what extent Scientology doctrines complemented or in fact contradicted Dianetics; the definition itself of 'religion' needs to be discussed and negotiated before applying it to Scientology. The questions whether Scientology genuinely is a religion or not, and whether its founder's statements were opportunistic, will be treated here as irrelevant; the relevant point is that Scientology was presented as a religion, that it adopted symbols and rituals that resemble those of existing creeds, and that its founder and members propagated theories and narratives that explicitly claimed its continuity with other religions. 6 For an overview see Lewis' Introduction to Lewis 2009a (1-14) . 7 The scholars of new religious movements widely recognize that one of the factors of success of such movements is the capacity to create continuity (narrative or visual) with established creeds while at the same time marking its identity and novelty i.e. its superiority. See for instance the discussion in Lewis 2009b. Within Scientology (i.e. among readers who were already members), a major platform for the diffusion of narratives that stressed continuity with other religions was the magazine Advance! launched in 1968. Urban describes it as '[...] primarily devoted to religion and to comparing Scientology with various other religions [...] concluding that Scientology is the ultimate fulfilment of the spiritual quest embodied in every one of these faiths' (Urban 2011, 164-165) . Given the relatively scant scholarly information available about this publication, I have made use of first-hand statements by exScientology members formerly directly involved in its production.
William Burke, an ex-Scientologist who runs the blog Ask the Scientologist, explained:
'The basic format and theme of Advance! was specified by L. Ron Hubbard in confidential documents to the editors. The idea was to compare and contrast Scientology with other, established or historical religions and belief systems. The message was always 'This was an earlier attempt by mankind to solve their problems and advance spiritually. They failed but now Scientology has succeeded in accomplishing what they tried and failed to do.' It was called 'positioning' in the advertising world. You put your product next to the image you want people to have of your product -in this case, real religions' (private e-mail, September 4 2014).
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Jefferson Hawkins, ex-Scientologist 9 and Advance! editor between 1976 (after David Ziff) and 1980, stated that its circulation was approximately 40,000 issues (private e-mail, September 10 2014) and explained:
Hubbard was very much involved in Advance Magazine and dictated exactly the sort of articles that should go into it. He gave an hour lecture to the Advance Magazine Editor (David Ziff at the time) talking about how to put together these 'spiritual history articles.' They were supposed to follow a set formula -there would be a description of the religion or spiritual practice, then it would end with the statement that these people were searching for spiritual knowledge or spiritual freedom, but they failed to reach their goal, and how they would be overjoyed to hear that their spiritual goals can finally be achieved through Scientology. It was an exact set formula. There were many different subjects covered, not only religions, but also things like tarot cards, astrology, divination and so on.
[…] Basically, these articles were intended for Scientologists, and were supposed to add credibility and gravitas to Scientology by comparing it to other religions and saying it was superior. These articles were very popular with Scientologists […] (private e-mail, September 10 2014).
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Whereas visual and linguistic Christian references (the adoption of collars, of the cross, expressions such as 'pastoral care') seem to be the predominant method through which Hubbard suggested Scientology's continuity with other religions, allusions to Buddhism also prevailed in published pieces and lectures. This resonated with the narratives concerning Hubbard's journeys to Asia as a young man. For instance, he explicitly compared the concept of thetan liberation to that of the achievement of the state of bodhi. Hubbard even suggested he might be the Mettreya, a 'messianic' figure of Buddhist eschatology in the 'Hymn of Asia' -a poem supposedly composed to celebrate 2,500 years of the Buddhist era (Hubbard 1974 (Hubbard [1956 ). However, Hubbard also claimed that Scientology had a goal superior to that of nirvana (which he defined as nothingness) since it aimed at perfecting the individual's knowledge. Even more cursorily, remarks were made by Hubbard regarding the Veda as the ancestors of Scientology and about its affinities with Taoism ( Urban 2011, 82-6 ). Hubbard's competence in things Buddhist, and the accuracy of his specific references, however, have been scrutinized and criticized by scholars. References to the Asiatic religions have been explained, besides biographical influences, as catching up with cultural trends of the times.
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We should also remark that Scientology currently claims in its official texts to tolerate and accept other creeds. (Scientology Frequently Asked 10 'I was a Sea Org [i.e. highest-ranking association within Scientology] Member and was working in the promotion and marketing area. I could design (I had a background in commercial art) and could write, so I got the job' (private e-mail, September 10, 2014). 'David Ziff's family owns Ziff-Davis Publishing and is quite wealthy. David decided not to pursue the family business as a career and studied Buddhism and then Scientology. He was a very intelligent man, very bookish, so was a natural for Advance Editor. He was removed in 1976 and sent to the RPF as a supposed 'List One Rockslammer' and I took over as Editor from 1976 to 1980' (private e-mail, September 14 2014). 11 For a thorough and critical discussion of Hubbard's references to Buddhism see Kent 1996 and Kent 1999. Questions 2015; Scientology Newsroom 2015.) Moreover, some sympathizers have produced essays and texts that complement Hubbard's claims regarding the continuity with other religions.
12 Finally, some scholarly texts regarding the observation of Scientology's similarities with other religions have been absorbed by Scientology itself into its discourse by publishing them in official literature.
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I have been able to purchase and analyse two issues of Advance! dedicated to Islam: number 33 (1975) and number 43 (1976) .
14 In the following sections I offer an analysis of their iconography and narratives.
Advance! N° 33
Iconography I shall analyse the graphic elements in the two issues of Advance! not only because of the synergy of illustration and text in the magazine, but also because some of the pictures 15 relating to the articles about Islam are presented on page 1 (To the Reader) of Advance! N° 33 as belonging to a 'fabulous' series […] personally photographed by L. Ron Hubbard'. 16 It is stated that he 'is well known internationally as a top photographer […] . He brings to each subject his characteristic technical mastery based upon years of exact study and experience.' Hubbard as a photographer is further described as truthful, knowledgeable, and understanding, and it is claimed that his 'brilliant work' represents 'a very important new extension in the field of still photography subject control and aesthetics'.
12 See Sawada 1998 . I was not able to purchase a copy of Safa 1996. 13 Most notably Wilson 1998. 14 They were located in the Stephen A. Kent Alexis Brown has materially explored the collection for me. The collection cannot be claimed to be complete, hence the present investigation can be integrated by further ones. However, it can be stated that the sources here examined are highly significant since they were authored or directly supervised by Scientology's founder and are in widely disseminated materials to Scientologists. Other informants (ex-Scientologists contacted on the net) were unable or unwilling to assist me with their own collections of the magazine. 15 Such pictures are presently in my archives and can be made available to anybody who is interested. 16 Information confirmed by Jeff Hawkins (private e-mail, September 10 2014).
The picture displays four men sitting cross-legged on a carpet, dressed in stereotypical 'Bedouin' robes with rugs. One in the middle sports a thick and long black beard; he is looking up to the sky. The other three, whom he seems to be directing with a gesture of his left arm, are writing down his words with ink on parchment. In the background three figures seem to be dictating or whispering something to him. One has a sort of paper hat and multicolour wings. We are told that the image represents the moment in which 'The angels reveal God's word (The Koran) to Muhammad who dictates it to his followers'.
The impression is that of a rather amateurishly staged situation, the dresses and props having been improvised. For instance the third standing figure's 'wings' are far from being angel-like and his headgear seems to have been made with cardboard. The turbans and robes rather resemble kitchen towels and curtains. I am not qualified to discuss technicalities in photographic matters; however, in the light of my competence about Islam, I should point out that the picture is not respectful towards its subject: the representation of the Prophet's face is in blatant contradiction with a Muslim taboo.
Further illustrations evoke Islam and the Muslim world. On page 3 is a stylized drawing of a mosque, with the article's title in an 'orientalizing' font; on page 4 is a calligraphy text with the names of God and Muhammad (although the caption only references the former); on page 5 is a miniature of the Prophet represented as faceless and surrounded by a flame that, the caption tells us, signifies His spiritual power. Narrative 'The Word of God', an anonymous piece, occupies three pages. 17 It presents two features typical of Scientology literature in general and of Advance! in particular. First, the extremely pedagogical tone: 'difficult' terms (both English and Arabic, such as 'vestment' and 'jinni' respectively) are explained in footnotes, 18 and popular misconceptions about Islam (such as the use of the term 'Mohammedanism') are corrected. Second, there is a frequent use of exclamation marks (cf. the title itself Advance! 19 ); the style of the text sounds 17 Given the limited size of the pieces I shall not indicate page numbers. 18 Complementarily to the usage of a special jargon, Scientology texts systematically insist on the importance of having understood each and every term before proceeding further in learning. See Lewis 2009b, 9. 19 A generous usage of exclamation marks also characterizes Hubbard's novels.
as if its author wants to acknowledge or induce a sense of wonder felt by the reader approaching such a novel matter (cf. the first sentence: 'A book, a revelation, the direct word of God!'). Exclamation marks are counterbalanced by question marks that highlight the most pedagogical passages ('How did it happen that an illiterate trader from remote southwest Arabia could rise to such eminence?'). The article also displays a taste for 'hard' data, especially in a passage that gives statistics about the verses and words of the Qur'an. Some brief quotations from the Qur'an are also provided.
The narrative is designed to convey the idea of continuity with Scientology, especially after the introductory, 'factual' part. A parallel is suggested between the Prophet and Hubbard, emphasizing that the former 'met the fate of all genuine religious reformers. He was at first jeered, rebuked and attacked by the materialists and vested interests of his day.' It is also stated that idolatry which he fought against, '[...] was big business in ancient Arabia, the AMA [American Medical Association] of its day!' The theological significance of Islam is reduced to two teachings: (i) 'Only the ethical will realize their true spiritual potential'; and (ii) 'Spiritual goals are senior to the craving for sensation or possessions'. Further affinity with Scientology is suggested by recalling the belief that the Black Stone in Mecca was of extra-terrestrial origin. Finally, a rudimentary 'Qur'anic exegesis' is formulated in Scientology jargon. It is explained that 'The Koran was an attempt to introduce a more spiritualized and less anthropomorphic concept of the 8th dynamic', and that in a quoted Qur'anic passage 'God's chronic tone level in this work is from 1.5 -anger -to 2.0 -antagonism!'
Towards the end, the tone of the article abruptly changes. It is claimed that Islam 'failed', since it turned violent and could not cope with modernity: 'in Islamic lands, the authority of the Koran itself is rapidly receding as it fails to provide answers to a space age world.' The conclusion is that 'The Koran was another fascinating milestone in Man's relentless search for the solution to the riddle of his own destiny', but another way has been found: Dianetics and Scientology, which, the author proclaims, have 'brought the dawn'.
Advance! N° 43
Iconography Advance! N° 43 displays three pictures. The cover illustration, by Hubbard, is set in a wood. In front of what seems to be a wooden catapult we see nine men. Four of them lie dead -one sports a red cross on his white vestments. The remaining figures are dressed in 'Bedouin-like' robes with turbans. One on the left has just slaughtered one of the men lying on the ground, dressed in white, with a scimitar. Three are raising their scimitars to the sky. A fifth man, on his knees, seems to be examining or plundering one of the victims (his identity is ambiguous).
On the first page, the short text titled Contents states:
The Moslem-Christian wars in the Middle Ages were a bloody chronicle in Man's history. Yet Islam (Mohammedism) which gave world the jihad (holy war) also nurtured, surprisingly enough, a mystical philosophy in in the highest tradition of Man's long search for Truth and Freedom.
A parallel short piece titled To the Reader reads:
[The cover] represents a typical bloody scene from the Crusades. One of the principal battlefields of that period was the area we now call Lebanon. The amazing thing is that a thousand years later the scene is virtually the same. 20 [...] This is what we call the dramatization of a third dynamic engram.
On page 6 we find another photograph by Hubbard. In a sandy landscape, we see a white-haired, long-bearded figure, barefoot and wearing a white turban, draped in a green tunic, and threatened with rocks and scimitars by younger-looking, stereotypically Bedouin figures who are similarly barefoot and wearing red and white robes. (One of them might actually be holding him up rather than grasping him). In the background we see a black cuboid with a golden stripe. The article and a caption suggest that the picture represents the Prophet of Islam 'persecuted by the religious bigots of his day', and that the black cuboid is the Kaaba. On page 9 an artistic drawing shows three whirling dervishes 'after an illustration in a Persian manuscript'.
Narrative
The article 'Sufism. The Moslem Search for Truth' was most probably authored by David Ziff (the credits on page 1 report 'leading article by the Editor' and the remaining ones by Hubbard). Whereas its goal, structure, and critical depth are analogous to those of the previous article, it can be The attempt to establish a resonance with Scientology's doctrines is apparent. It is stated that the Sufis' goal was 'the traditional spiritual goal of personal realization and fulfilment on the eighth dynamic. It's really that simple.' It is emphasized that Sufis rejected academic learning, and insisted on love and ethics. All this is argued with plenty of quotations (whose authors, such as Saadi and Rumi, are cited, but not the precise works).
Sufism is presented as embryonic Scientology; the author states that its chief practice was '[...] a meditation exercise called remembrance [emphasis in the original] as it consisted of 'remembering' God in a very intense way [...] always done under the guidance of a teacher.' By repeating the phrase 'there is no god but God', the disciple, argues the author, gradually eliminates his attachment to things, replacing it with a love of God. Reference is also made to other contemplative and ecstatic practices, such as dervishes' dances. The article concludes by suggesting that the Sufis were striving to attain the status of OT; however, Sufism failed: 'it didn't have a clue about the reactive mind' and 'its 'tech' [...] would interiorize the individual and eventually spin him in'. The article ends with the statement that the Sufis' dream 'has become our everyday achievement'.
Advance! 33 and 43: possible sources and influences

An anonymous ex-Scientologist informant has suggested
21 that a possible source of information for the articles at stake might have been the Story of (Hubbard 1950b ). Durant's conception of history and the concept of 'great men' were in line with (and nourished) Hubbard's self-perception.
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I have been pursuing this line of investigation by comparing the Advance! article about the Prophet with relevant passages of Durant's Story (Durant 1950) . I do not cast any doubts about his overall influence on Hubbard, and I find it likely that he could be one of the sources for such texts. However, the article at stake does not seem to be an edited version of Durant's text (for instance the transcription of Arabic terms and names does not coincide), albeit similar in style and content. Some of the pro-Muslim sentences are too uniquely Muslim in tone and details to be independently written by Hubbard or a non-Muslim; perhaps the text was produced by editing some pro-Muslim material.
On the matter of possible sources I have further addressed Hawkins, who recalled:
The editor would research the subject out of encyclopedias or other books. Hubbard had an old set of Encyclopedia Britannica (1911) and that was used while we were on the ship. I became Advance Editor in 1976, and I used to research these articles at the Clearwater library. (Private communication, September 10 2014.) I have followed this suggestion and compared the texts at stake with the 1911 Encyclopaedia Britannica, but they do not seem to have been directly taken from there.
Other references to Islam
Hubbard alluded to Islam in other texts, that appeared prior to Advance! In an 'Essay on Management' dated 9 January 1951, the Prophet of Islam is 22 Regarding The Story of Philosophy (1928) by Durant, Gerald Willms writes: '(…) [T] his story contains nearly everything that is basic to Hubbard's anthropological and, moreover, anthropocentric philosophy: the matter/mind problem as one of the most popular themes in the occidental philosophy (…); the principle of pleasure and pain (…) as the one and universal motive of human action, the (pre-)utilitarian views on utility as virtue, and egoism as reason. The most impressive, sometimes literal source, however, is Durant's Spinoza, especially with regard to the view that mechanical laws of nature have to be applied to the functions of the mind' (Willms 2009, 249) .
evoked as a successful 'manager': 'Nations are so large that until they embark upon conquests they usually have few national goals which embrace all the group [...] Asia Minor, given a goal by Mohammed, exploded into Europe' (Hubbard 1951a, 288) . Hubbard expands on the concept of national goals, which, he claims, ' [...] are dreamed first by one man, then embraced by a few, and finally held up as the guidon of many.' The Prophet was an instance of this phenomenon, since he '[...] sat alongside the caravan routes until he had a goal formulated and his followers managed Mohammedanism into a conquest of a large part of civilization'; an analogous role is attributed to Thomas Jefferson, Christ, and Saint Paul (Hubbard 1951a, 289) .
In 'Some Notes on Black Dianetics' (a 'professional lecture' dated September 17, 1951), Hubbard, talking about mental manipulation, cites as an example a narrative about the Persian Hassan-i Sabbāh (1050-1124 CE), the Old Man of the Mountains who led the sect of the Hashshashin or assassins. According to the legend, he had created in his fortress a 'Qur'anic paradise' full of physical pleasures. Select young men were narcotized through hashish (hence the term assassins), and brought to a state where they were induced to believe that they were in paradise and could then be manipulated to kill people in the world outside with the promise they would be welcomed back 'in paradise' again. (Hubbard 1951b, 266-267) . The same narrative is briefly alluded to within a similar context in a 'professional course' entitled 'Mysticism', dated February 2 1952 (Hubbard 1952a, 167-168 ).
An official Scientology webpage highlights another reference to Islam in 'The Hope of Man,' a lecture given on June 3, 1955: '[The spiritual leaders of the past] handed on a torch of wisdom, of information, generation to generation. It was handed along geographical routes and one of those geographical routes was the Middle East. And one of the people who handed it on was a man named Moses. And again it was handed on to a man named Christ. And he handed it on and even the Arab nations benefited from this through their own prophet, Muhammad.' It's [the Black Stone] an enormous stone hanging suspended in the middle of a room, this is an incident called the Emanator by the way, and this thing is by the way the source of the Mohammedan Lodestone that they have hanging down there, that, eh, when Mohammed decided to be a good small-town booster in eh Kansas, Middle-East, or something of the sort. By the way, the only reason he [the Prophet] mocked that thing up [Islam] , is the trade wasn't good in his hometown. That's right. You read the life of Mohammed. And he's got a black one and it sort of hung between the ceiling and the floor, I don't know, maybe they call it the Casbah or something or... Anyway, anyway, that thing is a mockup of the Emanator! The Emanator is bright, not black. And so, your volunteer, who insists on a sightseeing trip, goes in and this thing is standing in the middle of the room, and it's going 'wong wong wong wong wong' and he says: 'Isn't that pretty?'. It sure is, and then he says 'Mmmgrmrm ponk' Why, I'll tell you, they cart him from there, and they take him in and they do a transposition of beingness.
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We do not need to embark here in a word-to-word exegesis of Hubbard's claims. However we can remark that he seemingly employs 'Kansas' meaning an arid and insignificant place and, more importantly, confuses the term Kaaba with Kasbah, usually designating the citadel or the oldest part of an Islamic city.
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The other visual or verbal references to Islam and its Prophet that have been located in the empirical material I have analysed can be regarded as negligible. ', August 4, 1958) . Finally, it points out that in Footnote 6 Scientology's filing for tax exemption in the US states that, 'Although there is no policy or Scriptural mandate expressly requiring Scientologists to renounce other religious beliefs or membership in other churches, as a practical matter Scientologists are expected to and do become fully devoted to Scientology to the exclusion of other faiths. As Scientologists, they are required to look only to Scientology Scriptures for the answers to the fundamental questions of their existence and to seek enlightenment only from Scientology.' 26 For instance, CSC 1978 contains a paragraph about the Prophet 'who taught that spiritual goals are more important than material goals' as well as a depiction of him; see also CSI 1992 , CSI 1998 . Remarks about Islam (some of which rather stereotypical and potentially offensive) can be also found in the second and third volumes of Hubbard's series Mission Earth, respectively entitled Black Genesis and The Enemy Within, whose story partly takes place in Turkey. Such remarks are attributed to the series' villain, Soltan Gris, or filtered through his narrative. We read for instance in Black Genesis that a 'turbaned' character explains to him: 'You have to understand the Mohammedan religion. […] in the Middle East, it is tradition that the children, including boys, are raised in, and have to live in, the harem.' (Hubbard 1986a, 308) . In The Enemy Within a character described as 'Moroccan' observes: 'Allah forbids the rendition of live figures' (Hubbard 1986b, 87 ).
Scientology and 9/11
Scientology took a stance about the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, attributed to the Islamist terrorist network al-Qaeda, on at least two occasions. In the days immediately following the massacre, Scientologists were actively engaged around the remains of the buildings while allegedly providing the rescue workers with food and psychological assistance. The Church's building on 46
th Street was renamed 'Disaster Relief Headquarters', and volunteers were invited to join. This version was given some visibility in the media: The New York Times, while cursorily recognizing that the suspicion of proselytizing lingered over the entire operation (in fact along with food and practical help in the form of a massage often came the proposal of an auditing session), reported the claims of John Carmichael (president of the Church in New York) who emphasised that Scientologists were only 'trying to help' (Waldman 2001) . However, anti-Scientology activists, producing intercepted e-mails from Scientologists in New York City, stated that the group was taking advantage of traumatized people and interfering with legitimate mental health practitioners active in the disaster zone. They pointed out that Scientology cynically promoted itself in the media under the name National Mental Health Assistance, very close to that of the organization National Mental Health Association (see Graham 2001) .
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What is most relevant for the present analysis, however, is that no antiIslamic or Islam-related overtones can be identified in the discourse around this event. In other words, the 9/11 tragedy was not exploited in official Scientology discourse in order to blame Islam.
Eight years later, while recognizing that it was not completely sure that the Egyptian physician and al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri was the person who masterminded the massacre, Dave Figueroa, then president of the Citizens Commission on Human Rights (recognized as a Scientology front group), declared that the terrorist was a psychiatrist (a claim unsupported by any evidence) who manipulated al-Qaeda founder Osama bin Laden through psychiatric practices and (unspecified) drugs (see Edroso 2009 , Forsloff 2009 , von Marcab 2009 . 27 Scientology's involvement in post-9/11 volunteering is also reconstructed in Cusack and Digance 2009. I was surprised to see that the authors, albeit admitting that it had not been possible to discover how exactly Scientology was granted permission 'to undertake such a high-profile role' (Cusack and Digance 2009, 437) do not mention any criticism of the initiative, not even in the interest of scholarly completeness.
Scientology and the Nation of Islam
Scientology is also associated with Islam in the context of the adoption of Dianetics by the Nation of Islam (NOI), a religious black-nationalist group adhering to Islam and founded in Detroit in 1930 by Wallace Fard Muhammad (1893 -? [disappeared in 1934 Scientology' (Gray 2012) . Farrakhan was unconcerned with the fact that Hubbard was white (and at best uninterested in the social causes promoted by NOI if not blatantly racist); he regarded Dianetics as a useful technology, 'a tool that I can use to help our people' (Hallowell 2012) .
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All this resonated with a Scientology policy aimed at proselytizing among black communities that included founding churches in Harlem and Inglewood, California, as well as discounts for NOI members (Gray 2012) . It has been suggested that NOI and Scientology already enjoyed some affinity. NOI's beliefs also include UFO-related narratives (such as that a 'Mother Plane' is alluded to in the Book of Ezekiel
30
) and greatly emphasises selfimprovement. Moreover, NOI similarly perceives itself as under attack by malignant media (Gray 2012) .
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Interpretation
What would Hubbard choose from the Islamic basket? We can now draw some observations and extrapolations from the empirical material observed so far. (Tate 1997, 227) . 30 See Elijah Muhammad 2010 Muhammad [1973 . 31 For a polemical viewpoint see Ortega 2001a. For media coverage on part of NOI's newspaper see Muhammad 2013 , Muhammad 2012 , Muhammad 2011 . See also Warikoo 2013. From the 1950s onwards, Hubbard was emphasizing that Scientology was a religion. In Hjärpe's parlance we might state that he was constructing a 'Scientology basket'. One might be tempted, following Hjärpe's image, to argue that Hubbard basically was taking from Islam the very 'basket' he needed -the 'religious container' -in order to present Scientology itself as a religion. However, this statement, upon closer inspection, appears simplistic, since in fact it is not simply claimed Scientology continues and complements the Islamic revelation. In the articles examined here, the argumentation followed by Hubbard is based on a more complex dialectic.
On the one hand Islam is 'exoticized' and provided with an aura of antiquity and fascinating 'otherness' that Hubbard can draw upon, thus allowing Scientology to enjoy the same aura. This 'exoticization' is not necessarily and completely intentional; it can be also seen as depending on Hubbard's (and the Scientologists') non-scholarly understanding and amateurish information about Islam, clearly indicated by elements such as the inconsistent oscillation between the usage of the terms Mohammedanism/Islam, the confusion of the terms Casbah/Kaaba, and the depiction of the Prophet's face (outrageous for a Muslim readership). Furthermore, it can be argued that Islam was in any case liable to be perceived as exotic per se, like any non-Western religion, by Hubbard's readership in the 1970s. The exotic/exoticizing character of the 'Islamic basket' exploited by Hubbard can be better understood if we recall that he also adopted Christian-like symbols, which had more of a normalizing function for his audience (i.e. they conveyed a religious aura but they were also identical or similar to other symbols that an American public was accustomed to).
From another point of view, Islam is made relevant for Scientology (and modernity) by emphasizing its alleged 'scientific'/Scientological elements (i.e. both its scientific supremacy and the alleged presence of ethical and epistemological intuitions later developed by Dianetics and Scientology) .
In the texts (and pictures) examined, Islam is presented both as an ennobling and exoticizing canopy for Scientology and as a form of spirituality that anticipated Scientology itself, a 'Scientology of old': Scientology is religionized in Islamic garb, and Islam is 'Scientologicized.' Such a dialectic is constantly present in the texts analysed here, and according to scholarly studies (and in line with my informants' observations) seems analogous to the use made by Hubbard of other non-Western religions such as Buddhism. Sticking to Hjärpe's metaphor here proves rather difficult; we might say that Scientology is placed in the Islamic basket and vice versa, simultaneously.
Other, more specific items of the 'Islamic basket' seem to be placed into the 'Scientology basket' in accordance with this dialectic. One is the Prophet, who is presented as a religious, exotic figure but also as a contemporary 'manager' when reading it through Durant's philosophy. Another item is the lesser jihad presented as a partially successful 'enterprise'. Interestingly the jihad was not evoked as a threat for the West as it currently happens in Islamophobic discourse (that often fails to distinguish between a lesser and greater one). Also this is probably seen as a reflection of the times. Islamophobia was possible but it was not necessary.
As mentioned in the introductory paragraphs, the question 'What would Ron choose from the Islamic basket?' can also be interpreted as a question about Scientology's theological developments and PR strategies.
In scholarly analysis, one should not engage in future-telling, especially if the theoretical framework chosen is non-confessional and nominalistic, as Hjärpe's is. We should set no limits to the creativity of theologians. However it is of some interest to debate the extent to which Scientologists might be willing and able to intervene in Scientology's beliefs and ideas (i.e. to place or take items in and out from their 'basket') 32 while presenting themselves to potential converts and interlocutors with a non-Western and non-Christian cultural/religious background.
It is at present unclear whether Scientology has the capacity (or the ambition) to expand in Muslim countries.
33 However, such a case might be Turkey, which is close to Europe and also economically developed enough to constitute an interesting market. 
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In fact Islam-related official statements made over the past years seem to be rather limited to the declared advocacy of religious tolerance (the refusal to view 9/11 in Islamophobic fashion should be read in this perspective, channelling criticism instead towards the traditional polemical object of Scientology -the psychiatric establishment). Which of the items in the basket might be useful, and what could or should be discarded? While arguing for Scientology's compatibility or affinity with Islam, the vagueness of its concept of God (the eighth dynamic) (see Bednarowski 1989, 63) could be both an advantage (i.e. as another lesser 'basket' available to be filled with concepts sympathetic for potential new members) and a disadvantage (Muslims could precisely claim that they already entertain a much more articulated concept of God). The idea of reincarnation doesn't seem reconcilable with Islam. Another potential disadvantage in a specifically Middle-Eastern and traditionally Muslim context is that Scientology as a whole may be negatively identified by critics as quintessentially Western and indeed specifically American. Analogous considerations hold for the Christian-like elements in Scientology's language, symbols, and rituals.
I have already highlighted the absence of blatantly Islamophobic official statements in recent years, even in contexts that could have inspired them; Scientologists might capitalize on this and contrast it with the less friendly official statements about Islam made within other religions. There are, however, other statements made both by the founder and by other Scientology-related authors which can be seen as stereotyping, inaccurate, or even offensive, and these should also be taken into account. In all of the aforementioned scenarios they potentially undermine not only Scientology's claim of a theological affinity/compatibility but also its claim regarding tolerance and respect for Islam, not to mention the scholarly credibility of those who make such claims.
Specifically concerning the encounter with the Nation of Islam, we should note that the way that Islamic beliefs are interpreted within a movement like this one are regarded as deviant or heretical by the majority of Muslims. Moreover, what we see in it is at most a pragmatic convergence with the practice of Dianetics: so far no theological synthesis has been proposed, doctrinal discussion being limited to the statements by Louis Farrakhan cited above. Hence, we should be cautious in assuming that the adoption of Dianetics by NOI can be seen as a 'prototypic experiment' in the fusion or encounter of their respective beliefs, with any potential for application on a larger scale. Such encounter as has occurred is due to Farrakhan's initiative, and may well fade away after a change in leadership. Yet if anything can be learned from such alliance, it is that in order for Scientology to attract Muslim believers or communities, a winning strategy might be to eliminate from the 'basket' most of the specifically religious items and leave the 'scientific' ones. In other words, Scientology might succeed in a Muslim environment by shrinking back to Dianetics. 
